VersaVIEW-CDTM and VersaVIEWTM
VersaIMAGETM viewers
VersaVIEWTM software is for users who receive VersaIMAGETM CDs frequently from the same
originating source (i.e. a Service Bureau). In that case it is cost effective to install VersaVIEW
software at the user’s workstation or network. The low cost viewer allows the registration and
viewing of standard VersaIMAGE CDs that contain index information and Tiff images, eliminating the need for viewing software to be included on each CD (please see VersaVIEW-CD
below). Each CD received is registered by the system which copies the .csv index file and
merges it with the main index file on the workstation’s hard drive or the network drive.
Information research requests yield operator notification as to which CD must be inserted in
order to view the desired Tiff images.
In summary, VersaVIEW is an image viewer that expands the capability of all VersaIMAGE
products to users at remote sites and is ideal for distribution by imaging Service Bureaus. It
allows end users to view, print, email or fax images via the VersaView using standard, royalty free CDs created by VersaIMAGE. Newly registered CDs automatically update the main
index file on the computer’s hard drive.
The VersaVIEW-CDTM Software is a 32 bit Microsoft Windows based Tiff image viewer that
is distributed on a CD together with the (.csv) index information and Tiff images. Both
VersaIMAGE indexing and digital Tiff images may be retrieved from these CDs and viewed
with the “on-board” VersaVIEW-CD program. The VersaVIEW-CD viewer installs from the CD
onto any 32 bit Windows 95/98, ME, NT, 2000 and XP computer system. VersaView CD
requires purchase of the viewer license for each CD. The licenses come in 50 and 500 license
packages. Users are required to keep track of licenses used and pay royalties accordingly.
VersaVIEW-PDF-CDTM
This viewer is for VersaIMAGE users that would like to distribute CDs with image and index
files in PDF format using the universal Acrobat viewer. VersaVIEW-PDF-CD can only be created with VersaIMAGE-GOLD products.
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